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Dragon Shifter NovelThe last thing Tamara expected was to be snatched away by a winged beast.

This hadnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t been part of the brief. Was this normal hunt behavior?Surely not.She had a

really bad feeling about this. Once the feeling settled in the pit of her stomach, it wouldnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t

let go.The Story Contains strong sexual themes/language and is not intended for readers under the

age of 18.
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I was so excited that Thunder was the next king to win the hunt. Especially since his last turn in the

hunt was hilarious in appearance. These two were so perfect for each other and after the way they

had been treated by others in their past, just what the other needed to find balance. I initially felt bad

for cloud when we are first introduced to him although the situation is definitely not the right time.

Our heroine is bright but a bit jaded after enduring a jerk of epic proportions as an ex. Yet she melts

Thunders heart and has his scales ready to shine through from his dragon so quickly that he is

quickly smitten. Thunder is so patient and understanding that he almost loses her but a little push



from two other bossy royals saves the day. This was a fantastic read and I can't believe how Mrs.

Hartnady keeps out doing herself. I hope she continues creating worlds so deep we get lost in the

ages. I can't wait until book 5 in April.

Tamara, a graphic designer, is no longer able to work in her field after her jealous, cheating,

ex-boyfriend frames her for theft. She needs money desperately and sees the Bride Hunt as an

easy way to get it. She is 'caught' by Thunder, king of the Air dragons. He, of course, soon knows

she's the right one, but Tamara is super cautious. I think this is my favorite book in the series! I

adore how Thunder is with her, carefully trying to coax her into realizing her true feelings, but willing

to sacrifice all for her! Cloud's unreasonable claims on Tamara lend an element of extreme danger

to Tammy and Thunder's quest for romance. Very exciting, indeed! Don't miss it!

Loved this one. It starts out suspenseful and keeps the roller coaster going from start to finish. The

girl had a rough road and had to overcome more than insecurities. The guy was great some flirting,

some caring , and brutal strength that he loses but regains so much more in the end. Recommend

this series and the predecessors to those who just love shifter/vampire romances! I love this author.

I enjoyed the Lightning Dragon book. It was a really nice twist to the previous stories. I appreciate

the author had the characters get to know each other. Even though the male characters usually

have that caveman mentality. Thunder was not too much like a neanderthal. I appreciated that.

Tammy's character was refreshening. She allowed her moral personality to assist with a better

outcome and not let the situations to interfere and deter with the unforeseen situations that

presented itself to both Tammy and Thunder. I really like this story. It was cool to see the Dragon

King and his queen came back in the story with a some added little twist.

This book is full of ups and downs. And one seriously crazy Dragon. Luckily there is also a seriously

hot Dragon also. Thunder is good with Tammies fears due tho her cheating ex. This is a

rollercoaster of a ride for the emotions but all is well that ends well. I definitely recommend this book

and look forward to the next one in this series. Enjoy! ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚â‚¬

I am so glad that Thunder finally found his mate. He was in the other stories with no luck. The series

has been very interesting as to how each dragon gets his mate. I am glad that these are interlinked

with the Vampire books as it makes great reading. Thanks for the series I can't wait for the next



book to come out.

I really enjoyed this book too! I think the third book is still my favorite thus far, but this one was full of

twists and turns that kept me intrigued. Another strong female character, loved Tammy and Thunder

together! Thunder was surprisingly sweet and loving and so much more considerate than all of the

other dragon shifters so far. He also had much more self control, which I really liked. Loved the

ending as well!

I really thought I was reading my first book where the good guys loose. But, you came through in the

end. I love all things Dragon. As they say, I've never met a Dragon I didn't like. Keep on writing

Dragon stories and I'll keep reading them.
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